PRESS RELEASE

Sennheiser microphone technology set to feature in Brazil
Wedemark, Germany, 10 June 2014 – When national football teams from all over
the world line up to compete for victory in Brazil, several hundred million TV
viewers will be watching live and many will be more than happy to stay up all
night in order to follow the action. During the tournament, the production
company Host Broadcast Services (HBS) will be using wireless and wired
microphones from Sennheiser, including the new Esfera surround microphone
system, to capture the stadium atmosphere as realistically as possible and to
provide the matches with thrilling commentaries and pitchside reports.
Whether sports fans or not, for TV viewers football is set to reign supreme for the
next few weeks. For HBS, which has been producing such events since 2002,
preparations have long been underway - the equipment and teams required for
Brazil have been on-site since the beginning of April, carrying out intensive
groundwork in order to ensure smooth broadcasts from the twelve stadia.
In Brazil HBS will, for the first time, use Sennheiser’s new Esfera surround
microphone system, which produces complete 5.1 surround sound from the signal of
a compact stereo microphone. “For us,
high-quality images and high-quality
sound go hand in hand,” comments a
spokesperson from HBS. “And with
Esfera we can create 5.1 sound with
ease – even in post-production. Due to
their compact construction and the small amount of cabling required, Esfera
microphones will be used in a number of areas in the stadia, e.g. in the players’
tunnel, outside to capture the atmosphere and in the Camera 1 position as a fail-safe
for 5.1 surround sound.” A total of 36 Esfera microphones (SPM 8000) will record
the sound in the twelve stadia; in the International Broadcast Centre, two Esfera
processing units (SPB 8000) will then be used to produce 5.1 sound from the stereo
signals.
The sound of volleys and goal kicks will
be captured using around 300 shotgun
microphones – including MKH 8070
long gun microphones for the very
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precise recording of distant sound sources, MKH 8060 short gun microphones and
MKH 418-S stereo shotgun microphones. MD 46 reporter microphones will also be in
action at the edge of the pitch.
A total of 24 plug-on transmitters from the 2000 series will be used for wireless
boom microphones and for spidercam-mounted MKH 8060s. Every camera team will
also have a wireless reporting set (EK 2000 camera receiver and SK 2000 bodypack
transmitter with MKE 1 clip-on microphone) and a wired MD 46 reporter microphone
at its disposal. The audio signal will be monitored via HD 25 headphones.
Team and match news
Of course, background reports about the teams and other stories from Brazil are a
vital element too. To this end, HBS has also put together additional wireless
packages for reporters: 40 wireless reporting sets with technology from the 2000
series will provide crystal clear sound transmission (EK 2000 camera receivers and
SKM 2000 handheld transmitters with MMD 935 microphone heads), while 40 talkback links will enable reporters to maintain contact with editorial staff (SK 2000
transmitters and EK 1039 bodypack receivers with HD 25 headphones).
Wolfgang Guse, Sales Director Professional Systems at Sennheiser Vertrieb und
Service: “The demands regarding broadcasting from Brazil will be very high – image
and sound quality must be excellent. We are delighted that HBS has been working
with us for such a long time and has again, in Brazil, chosen to rely on our highquality products.”

Sennheiser equipment in Brazil:
Microphones in the twelve stadia / camera team equipment


36 Esfera surround microphone systems (36 SPM 8000 stereo microphones; two
SPB 8000 processing units)



240 MKH 8060 short gun microphones



48 MKH 8070 long gun microphones



96 MKH 418-S stereo shotgun microphones



47 MKH 416 short gun microphones



120 MD 46 reporter microphones



24 wireless channels of the 2000 Series for boom and spider cam microphones
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47 wireless microphone systems for camera use (EK 2000 camera receivers,
SK 2000 bodypack transmitters with MKE 1 clip-on microphones)



47 MD 46 reporter microphones



47 HD 25 monitoring headphones

Additional equipment for team news reporting


40 camera systems (EK 2000 camera receivers, SKM 2000 handheld transmitters
with MMD 935 microphone heads)



40 talk-back links (SK 2000 bodypack transmitters, EK 1039 bodypack receivers,
HD 25 headphones)

Image captions:
Esfera.jpg: In Brazil, HBS will use Sennheiser shotgun microphones, wireless
microphone technology and Esfera surround microphone systems
MKH 8070.jpg: The MKH 8070 long gun microphone can record even distant ball
contact reliably and realistically
The Sennheiser Group, with its headquarters in Wedemark near Hanover, Germany, is
one of the world’s leading manufacturers of microphones, headphones and wireless
transmission systems. In 2012 the family company, which was founded in 1945,
achieved a turnover of around 584 million euros. Sennheiser employs more than
2,300 people worldwide, and has manufacturing plants in Germany, Ireland and the
USA. The company is represented worldwide by subsidiaries in France, Great Britain,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Liechtenstein, Germany, Denmark
(Nordic), Russia, Hong Kong, India, Singapore, Japan, China, Australia and New
Zealand, Canada, Mexico and the USA, as well as by long-term trading partners in
many other countries. Also part of the Sennheiser Group are Georg Neumann GmbH,
Berlin (studio microphones and monitor loudspeakers), and the joint venture
Sennheiser Communications A/S (headsets for PCs, offices and call centres).
You can find all the latest information on Sennheiser by visiting our website at
www.sennheiser.com.
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